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Right here, we have countless ebook the tao of microservices and collections to check out. We additionally meet the expense of variant types and moreover type of the books to browse. The adequate book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as capably
as various extra sorts of books are readily approachable here.
As this the tao of microservices, it ends up monster one of the favored ebook the tao of microservices collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the unbelievable book to have.

The Tao Of Microservices
Brands now have expanded capabilities to engage their fans and share brand/product information and offers. New Microservices architecture foundation enables faster platform development and innovation.
Ripple Street Unveils New Architecture and Design Platform Updates
Although enterprise mobility is increasingly strategic and transformative for companies such as Foodpanda Singapore, its adoption is still nascent in Southeast Asia. In this month’s CW ASEAN, we ...
CW ASEAN: A taste for mobility
In this month's CW ASEAN, we look at how the cyber security defences at small and medium-sized enterprises in Southeast Asia may have some vulnerabilities, resulting in cyber security attacks on ...

Microservices are small, but they offer big value. A microservice is a very small piece of a larger system that can be coded by one developer within one iteration. Microservices can be added and removed individually, new developers can be immediately
productive, and legacy code is easily replaced. Developers are no longer hampered by the communication and coordination overhead caused by monolithic systems. Savvy businesses are discovering that software development productivity can be greatly
enhanced with the right engineering approach that enables even junior developers to double their productivity, while reducing delivery risk. The Tao of Microservices presents readers with the path to understanding how to apply microservices architecture in their
real- world projects. This high-level book offers a conceptual view of microservice architectures, along with core concepts and their application. It also includes a detailed case study for the nodezoo.com system, including all source code and documentation. By the
end of the book, readers will have explored in depth the key ideas of the microservice architecture and will be able to design, analyze and implement systems based on this architecture. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications.
Summary The Tao of Microservices guides you on the path to understanding how to apply microservice architectures to your own real-world projects. This high-level book offers a conceptual view of microservice design, along with core concepts and their
application. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology An application, even a complex one, can be designed as a system of independent components, each of which handles
a single responsibility. Individual microservices are easy for small teams without extensive knowledge of the entire system design to build and maintain. Microservice applications rely on modern patterns like asynchronous, message-based communication, and
they can be optimized to work well in cloud and container-centric environments. About the Book The Tao of Microservices guides you on the path to understanding and building microservices. Based on the invaluable experience of microservices guru Richard
Rodger, this book exposes the thinking behind microservice designs. You'll master individual concepts like asynchronous messaging, service APIs, and encapsulation as you learn to apply microservices architecture to real-world projects. Along the way, you'll dig
deep into detailed case studies with source code and documentation and explore best practices for team development, planning for change, and tool choice. What's Inside Principles of the microservice architecture Breaking down real-world case studies
Implementing large-scale systems When not to use microservices About the Reader This book is for developers and architects. Examples use JavaScript and Node.js. About the Author Richard Rodger, CEO of voxgig, a social network for the events industry, has
many years of experience building microservice-based systems for major global companies. Table of Contents PART 1 - BUILDING MICROSERVICES Brave new world Services Messages Data Deployment PART 2 - RUNNING MICROSERVICES Measurement Migration
People Case study: Nodezoo.com
Summary Microservices in Action is a practical book about building and deploying microservice-based applications. Written for developers and architects with a solid grasp of service-oriented development, it tackles the challenge of putting microservices into
production. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Invest your time in designing great applications, improving infrastructure, and making the most out of your dev teams.
Microservices are easier to write, scale, and maintain than traditional enterprise applications because they're built as a system of independent components. Master a few important new patterns and processes, and you'll be ready to develop, deploy, and run
production-quality microservices. About the Book Microservices in Action teaches you how to write and maintain microservice-based applications. Created with day-to-day development in mind, this informative guide immerses you in real-world use cases from
design to deployment. You'll discover how microservices enable an efficient continuous delivery pipeline, and explore examples using Kubernetes, Docker, and Google Container Engine. What's inside An overview of microservice architecture Building a delivery
pipeline Best practices for designing multi-service transactions and queries Deploying with containers Monitoring your microservices About the Reader Written for intermediate developers familiar with enterprise architecture and cloud platforms like AWS and GCP.
About the Author Morgan Bruce and Paulo A. Pereira are experienced engineering leaders. They work daily with microservices in a production environment, using the techniques detailed in this book. Table of Contents PART 1 - The lay of the land Designing and
running microservices Microservices at SimpleBank PART 2 - Design Architecture of a microservice application Designing new features Transactions and queries in microservices Designing reliable services Building a reusable microservice framework PART 3 Deployment Deploying microservices Deployment with containers and schedulers Building a delivery pipeline for microservices PART 4 - Observability and ownership Building a monitoring system Using logs and traces to understand behavior Building microservice
teams
The Most Complete, Practical, and Actionable Guide to Microservices Going beyond mere theory and marketing hype, Eberhard Wolff presents all the knowledge you need to capture the full benefits of this emerging paradigm. He illuminates microservice concepts,
architectures, and scenarios from a technology-neutral standpoint, and demonstrates how to implement them with today’s leading technologies such as Docker, Java, Spring Boot, the Netflix stack, and Spring Cloud. The author fully explains the benefits and
tradeoffs associated with microservices, and guides you through the entire project lifecycle: development, testing, deployment, operations, and more. You’ll find best practices for architecting microservice-based systems, individual microservices, and
nanoservices, each illuminated with pragmatic examples. The author supplements opinions based on his experience with concise essays from other experts, enriching your understanding and illuminating areas where experts disagree. Readers are challenged to
experiment on their own the concepts explained in the book to gain hands-on experience. Discover what microservices are, and how they differ from other forms of modularization Modernize legacy applications and efficiently build new systems Drive more value
from continuous delivery with microservices Learn how microservices differ from SOA Optimize the microservices project lifecycle Plan, visualize, manage, and evolve architecture Integrate and communicate among microservices Apply advanced architectural
techniques, including CQRS and Event Sourcing Maximize resilience and stability Operate and monitor microservices in production Build a full implementation with Docker, Java, Spring Boot, the Netflix stack, and Spring Cloud Explore nanoservices with Amazon
Lambda, OSGi, Java EE, Vert.x, Erlang, and Seneca Understand microservices’ impact on teams, technical leaders, product owners, and stakeholders Managers will discover better ways to support microservices, and learn how adopting the method affects the
entire organization. Developers will master the technical skills and concepts they need to be effective. Architects will gain a deep understanding of key issues in creating or migrating toward microservices, and exactly what it will take to transform their plans into
reality.
”A complete guide to the challenges and solutions in securing microservices architectures.” —Massimo Siani, FinDynamic Key Features Secure microservices infrastructure and code Monitoring, access control, and microservice-to-microservice communications
Deploy securely using Kubernetes, Docker, and the Istio service mesh. Hands-on examples and exercises using Java and Spring Boot Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. Microservices
Security in Action teaches you how to address microservices-specific security challenges throughout the system. This practical guide includes plentiful hands-on exercises using industry-leading open-source tools and examples using Java and Spring Boot. About
The Book Design and implement security into your microservices from the start. Microservices Security in Action teaches you to assess and address security challenges at every level of a Microservices application, from APIs to infrastructure. You’ll find effective
solutions to common security problems, including throttling and monitoring, access control at the API gateway, and microservice-to-microservice communication. Detailed Java code samples, exercises, and real-world business use cases ensure you can put what
you’ve learned into action immediately. What You Will Learn Microservice security concepts Edge services with an API gateway Deployments with Docker, Kubernetes, and Istio Security testing at the code level Communications with HTTP, gRPC, and Kafka This
Book Is Written For For experienced microservices developers with intermediate Java skills. About The Author Prabath Siriwardena is the vice president of security architecture at WSO2. Nuwan Dias is the director of API architecture at WSO2. They have designed
secure systems for many Fortune 500 companies. Table of Contents PART 1 OVERVIEW 1 Microservices security landscape 2 First steps in securing microservices PART 2 EDGE SECURITY 3 Securing north/south traffic with an API gateway 4 Accessing a secured
microservice via a single-page application 5 Engaging throttling, monitoring, and access control PART 3 SERVICE-TO-SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS 6 Securing east/west traffic with certificates 7 Securing east/west traffic with JWT 8 Securing east/west traffic over
gRPC 9 Securing reactive microservices PART 4 SECURE DEPLOYMENT 10 Conquering container security with Docker 11 Securing microservices on Kubernetes 12 Securing microservices with Istio service mesh PART 5 SECURE DEVELOPMENT 13 Secure coding
practices and automation
Most applications today are distributed in some fashion. Monitoring the health and performance of these distributed architectures requires a new approach. Enter distributed tracing, a method of profiling and monitoring applications—especially those that use
microservice architectures. There’s just one problem: distributed tracing can be hard. But it doesn’t have to be. With this practical guide, you’ll learn what distributed tracing is and how to use it to understand the performance and operation of your software. Key
players at Lightstep walk you through instrumenting your code for tracing, collecting the data that your instrumentation produces, and turning it into useful, operational insights. If you want to start implementing distributed tracing, this book tells you what you
need to know. You’ll learn: The pieces of a distributed tracing deployment: Instrumentation, data collection, and delivering value Best practices for instrumentation (the methods for generating trace data from your service) How to deal with or avoid overhead,
costs, and sampling How to work with spans (the building blocks of request-based distributed traces) and choose span characteristics that lead to valuable traces Where distributed tracing is headed in the future
Summary Enterprise Java Microservices is an example-rich tutorial that shows how to design and manage large-scale Java applications as a collection of microservices. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Technology Large applications are easier to develop and maintain when you build them from small, simple components. Java developers now enjoy a wide range of tools that support microservices application development, including rightsized app servers, open source frameworks, and well-defined patterns. Best of all, you can build microservices applications using your existing Java skills. About the Book Enterprise Java Microservices teaches you to design and build JVM-based microservices
applications. You'll start by learning how microservices designs compare to traditional Java EE applications. Always practical, author Ken Finnigan introduces big-picture concepts along with the tools and techniques you'll need to implement them. You'll discover
ecosystem components like Netflix Hystrix for fault tolerance and master the Just enough Application Server (JeAS) approach. To ensure smooth operations, you'll also examine monitoring, security, testing, and deploying to the cloud. What's inside The
microservices mental model Cloud-native development Strategies for fault tolerance and monitoring Securing your finished applications About the Reader This book is for Java developers familiar with Java EE. About the Author Ken Finnigan leads the Thorntail
project at Red Hat, which seeks to make developing microservices for the cloud with Java and Java EE as easy as possible. Table of Contents PART 1 MICROSERVICES BASICS Enterprise Java microservices Developing a simple RESTful microservice Just enough
Application Server for microservices Microservices testing Cloud native development PART 2 - IMPLEMENTING ENTERPRISE JAVA MICROSERVICES Consuming microservices Discovering microservices for consumption Strategies for fault tolerance and monitoring
Securing a microservice Architecting a microservice hybrid Data streaming with Apache Kafka
44 reusable patterns to develop and deploy reliable production-quality microservices-based applications, with worked examples in Java Key Features 44 design patterns for building and deploying microservices applications Drawing on decades of unique
experience from author and microservice architecture pioneer Chris Richardson A pragmatic approach to the benefits and the drawbacks of microservices architecture Solve service decomposition, transaction management, and inter-service communication
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About The Book Microservices Patterns teaches you 44 reusable patterns to reliably develop and deploy production-quality microservices-based
applications. This invaluable set of design patterns builds on decades of distributed system experience, adding new patterns for composing services into systems that scale and perform under real-world conditions. More than just a patterns catalog, this practical
guide with worked examples offers industry-tested advice to help you design, implement, test, and deploy your microservices-based application. What You Will Learn How (and why!) to use microservices architecture Service decomposition strategies Transaction
management and querying patterns Effective testing strategies Deployment patterns This Book Is Written For Written for enterprise developers familiar with standard enterprise application architecture. Examples are in Java. About The Author Chris Richardson is a
Java Champion, a JavaOne rock star, author of Manning’s POJOs in Action, and creator of the original CloudFoundry.com. Table of Contents Escaping monolithic hell Decomposition strategies Interprocess communication in a microservice architecture Managing
transactions with sagas Designing business logic in a microservice architecture Developing business logic with event sourcing Implementing queries in a microservice architecture External API patterns Testing microservices: part 1 Testing microservices: part 2
Developing production-ready services Deploying microservices Refactoring to microservices
Summary RabbitMQ in Depth is a practical guide to building and maintaining message-based applications. This book provides detailed coverage of RabbitMQ with an emphasis on why it works the way it does. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology At the heart of most modern distributed applications is a queue that buffers, prioritizes, and routes message traffic. RabbitMQ is a high-performance message broker based on the
Advanced Message Queueing Protocol. It?s battle tested, ultrafast, and powerful enough to handle anything you can throw at it. It requires a few simple setup steps, and you can instantly start using it to manage low-level service communication, application
integration, and distributed system message routing. About the Book RabbitMQ in Depth is a practical guide to building and maintaining message-based applications. This book provides detailed coverage of RabbitMQ with an emphasis on why it works the way it
does. You'll find examples and detailed explanations based in real-world systems ranging from simple networked services to complex distributed designs. You'll also find the insights you need to make core architectural choices and develop procedures for effective
operational management. What's Inside AMQP, the Advanced Message Queueing Protocol Communicating via MQTT, Stomp, and HTTP Valuable troubleshooting techniques Database integration About the Reader Written for programmers with a basic
understanding of messaging-oriented systems. About the Author Gavin M. Roy is an active, open source evangelist and advocate who has been working with internet and enterprise technologies since the mid-90s. Technical editor James Titcumb is a freelance
developer, trainer, speaker, and active contributor to open source projects. Table of Contents PART 1 - RABBITMQ AND APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE Foundational RabbitMQ How to speak Rabbit: the AMQ Protocol An in-depth tour of message properties
Performance trade-offs in publishing Don't get messages; consume them Message patterns via exchange routing PART 2 - MANAGING RABBITMQ IN THE DATA CENTER OR THE CLOUD Scaling RabbitMQ with clusters Cross-cluster message distribution PART 3 INTEGRATIONS AND CUSTOMIZATION Using alternative protocols Database integrations
Summary Express in Action is a carefully designed tutorial that teaches you how to build web applications using Node and Express. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology
Express.js is a web application framework for Node.js. Express organizes your server-side JavaScript into testable, maintainable modules. It provides a powerful set of features to efficiently manage routes, requests, and views along with beautiful boilerplate for
your web applications. Express helps you concentrate on what your application does instead of managing time-consuming technical details. About the Book Express in Action teaches you how to build web applications using Node and Express. It starts by
introducing Node's powerful traits and shows you how they map to the features of Express. You'll explore key development techniques, meet the rich ecosystem of companion tools and libraries, and get a glimpse into its inner workings. By the end of the book,
you'll be able to use Express to build a Node app and know how to test it, hook it up to a database, and automate the dev process. What's Inside Simplify Node app setup with Express Testing Express applications Use Express for easy access to Node features Data
storage with MongoDB Covers Express 4 and Express 5 alpha About the Reader To get the most out of this book, you'll need to know the basics of web application design and be proficient with JavaScript. About the Author Evan Hahn is an active member of the
Node and Express community and contributes to many open source JavaScript projects. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRO What is Express? The basics of Node.js Foundations of Express PART 2 CORE Middleware Routing Building APIs Views and templates: Pug and
EJS PART 3 EXPRESS IN CONTEXT Persisting your data with MongoDB Testing Express applications Security Deployment: assets and Heroku Best practices
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